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The paper deals with the model of large decentralized production (n-sectors) system. Each 
sector (subsystem) maximizes the net profit by choosing the optimum input mix, produced by the 
remaining sectors. It uses also the development resources, such as investment and labor, distri
buted in an optimum manner by the supervisory decision system. The objective of that system is 
to maximize the long range profit (development) by the best aliocation of global available resources. 
As shown in the paper the problem of decomposition of the system into the n independent sub
problems can be solved effectively. Then the problem of best allocation of development resources 
can be solved. 

The problem of influence of prices change has been also investigated. 

1. Introduction 

The paper deals with the model of large production organizations which consists 
of n sectors S;, i=l , ... , n (Fig. la). Each sector produces X u goods per year and 
purchases Xi;,} = 1, ... , n, goods from sectors Si . It employs X 0 ; labor per year and 
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receives Z; funds for capital investment from the central management S':'. There 
is a decentralized management system being used. Each sector maximizes the net 
profit by choosing the best Xir' j = 1, ... , n, mix and using the development resources 
(i .e. the investment and labor) allotted by central management S*. The objective 
of S':' is to maximize the long range profit (development) by the best allocation 
of global available resources (capital and labor). However S* does not pay atten
tion to the intersector flow of goods, X;i, i,j= I, ... , n. 

The organization structure of each sector Sr (see Fig. I b) is similar to S. It consists 
of S;k subsectors, k = 1, ... , n;, which exchange the final subsector goods X;k~> k, I= 
1, ... , n1, and maximize the net subsectors profits. 

The subsector management centers s;·, i= I, ... , n, allocate in an optimum 
manner the resources (alloted by S':') among the S;b k = 1, ... , n;, subsectors. The 
sum of goo'ds leaving sector S ;k> k = I, ... , n;, and directed to Si is labeled Xu,j = 
1, ... , n. In the same manner the sum of goods received by X;k, k= 1, ... , n;, from 
Si is labeled X;;,j = 1, ... , n. 

Each subsector S;k, k = 1, ... , n;, can be represented in the expanded form of 
subsectors of lower order etc. 

Dealing with such a complex, hierarchically organized structure, it is conve
nient to decompose it in such a form that the intersector flows X;i , Xm, do not 
interfere with the S'\ S7 allocation strategies. That constitutes the first task under
taken in the paper. Then the problem of best allocation of develnpment resource.s 
is investigated. 

The third part of the paper consists of investigation of prices. on the long-range 
development strategy. 

As a concrete example the Cobb-Douglas production functions have been used 
to describe the sector input-output relations. 

Using· the present model it is possible to avoid the gap which exists between 
the micro-production and macro-economic models. 

2. Decomposition 

Consider the system shown in Fig. la, which will be called the normative n-sector 
production model. Let the input-output production functions of S;, i= 1, ... , n, 
be given in the form: 

n 

X; ;=Fjin x;fl, i = l, ... ,n. 
i ~ O 

jifol 

where F;, aii - given positive numbers, 0::::; aii < 1, 

n 

q; = l - .J; ct.i;>O, i = l, ... ,n, j = O, 1, , ... ,n, 
i~O 

N I 

X 0 ; - employment at S;. 

(1) 
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Assume the prices P; of goods X;; be given, i = I, ... , n, so that Y;; =p,X," Y11 = 
p1 X1;, i,j= 1, ... , n, Po- average wage, so that 

where 

n 

Yu = K; n Y~p, 
i = O 
J*i 

n 

K-p Fq•np-a" 1- i t j • 

j=O 
i*l 

Assume also that the local objective functions are the net profits : 

n 

P,= Yu - .}; Y1;, i=1, .. . , n. 
i=O 
i*t 

(2) 

(3) 

The sector S, strategy consists in maximization of (3), where Yii is expressed 
by (2), subject to the limitation of input cost, i.e. 

and 

n 

_}; Y1,~Y; ; i = l, ... ,11, j = O, 1, ... ,11, 

i=O 
i*l 

where Y; is assumed to be given. 

(4) 

(5) 

Since P; (Y0 ; ••• Y,,;) is a strictly concave function in the compact set Q defined 
by (4) and (5) the unique values Y1, = Y1; (Y7), j=O, 1, ... , n, exist; such that 

max P; (Y0 ;, ••. , Yn;) = P; (Y0 ;, ••• , Y,,,). 
YtjEf.l 

These values can be esily derived by standard Legrange multiplier technique 
yielding: 

where 

One also obtains 

where 

... CX.ji * . 
Y1, = - Y,, ] = 0, 1, ... , n, i= 1, ... , n, 

Cf.; 

n 

Cf.; = .2; (f.ji· 

j=O 
i*t 

(rx;; =- 1), i= 1, .. . ,n. 

(6) 

(7) 
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Now it is possible to chose the optimum input cost level Y7 , in such a way that 
the profits 

(8) 

attain the maximum value. Since (8) is strictly concave function a unique optimum 
value Y; = Y;, i= 1, ... , n, exists, such that 

That value becomes 

Y:"=Y·=(1X M.)tfq, i=1 , ... , n . 
I. I. l ' ' 

Them setting Y1, into (7), (6), (8) one gets 

i = l , ... , n, j = O, 1, ... , n. 

One should observe that the global net profit becomes: 

where 

11 n 11 n (Cl. .. )"ii/'l i 
P= \' p = "f.= \' q.F n ~ v! l'~• .L,; l ~ (. .L.J t t ..tl. ' 

i~l i~l i ~l i~O pj 
j#i 

n 

Y; = Yu - _}; Yu = Yu- .2_; rJ.u Yjj, 
j~l j~ l 

i * i j~i 

is the net output of S1 under optimum decision strategies. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The main result (see also Ref. [3]) can be form.ulated in the form of a theorem: 

THEOREM 1. The optimum input output share YjdYu, i= I, ... , n, j=O, 1, ... , n, 
in the normative n sector Cobb-Douglas production model is equal to the produc
tion function elasticitics: dYu / Y;;: dYijYj;=IXii> j=O, 1, .. . , n, i= 1, ... , n. 

In other words, Theorem 1 states that the normative n-sector Cobb-Douglas 
production system behaves under optimum strategies in the same way as the Leontief 
model with the technological coefficients Yj;/Yii = IXj;, j = O, 1, .. . , n, i= 1, ... , n, 
j # i. 

Rema r k 1. In the case when the labor supply L 0 ; is less than the optimum 
demand X 0 ;=p0 1 1X 0 ; Yu, i=l, ... , n, one should consider X 0 ;= L 0 , as constant 
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J 

in (1) and maximize (3) subject to (4), (5) with j= 1, ... , n. ·That is equivalent to 
problem with production functions: 

where 

11 

X .. = F-q, n xaj, 
lL i jl ' 

j=l 
j # l 

Remark 2. The relations (10)-(13) can be easily extended to the case of sectors 
described by C.E.S. production functions 

n 

where vE[-1,0], 2 .9ii=1, .9ii>0,j=0,1, ... ,n, i=1, .. . ,n. 
j=O 

(14) 

Since the solution of problems (3), (4) and (5) with production function (14) 
yields 

where 
" 

:J.ji=.9Jf<1+,·), 9i=}; sjj, 
i =O 

and 

where 

one gets 

[ 
1 +v -~ Y -M ljq; IY.a, fqi - F ,9 -- rJ. ai/q; 

ii- l i - i i V ·i ' (15) 

(16) 

(17) 

i=1, ... , n, j=O, 1, ... , n. 

Remark 3. It is possible to extend the results (10)-(13) to the case when Yu, 
r~.ii, i= 1, ... , n, j=O, 1, ... , n, are changing continuously in time. In that case rela
tions (10)-(13) remain valid. 

It should also be observed that the sector output (10) has been entirely decom
posed, so it depends only on Si production function parameters and prices. When 
prices are fixed the changes in Si, j # i, parameters will have no effect on the S; 
production. The supply of goods on the market, i.e. Yj, may change, however, 
when Si change. In order to change Yu or profit (12) one has to change the tech-
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nology (i.e . CJ.;j coefficients) or F;- what can be done by reallocation of invest
ments- or labor (in the case when it is in short supply as shown in Remark 1). 

Assuming that CJ.j; and pj, i,j= 1, ... , n, are given one can consider the 
output production (10) (where F; depends on the investment Z;) as a nonlinear, 

dynamic operator Ae of the investment 
strategy, i.e. 

Yii=Ae(Z;), i = l, ... , n. (18) 

The central management center allo
cates the given amount of investment 
resources Z among the sectors Se, i = 
1, .. . , n, in such a manner that the maxi
mum production 

11 

Y=}; Ae(Z;), 
i= 1 

or the optimum system development fol-
Fig. 2 lows. The sector management centers S~, 

i= 1, ... , n, allocate the resources Zil i= 
1, ... , n, received from S':', among the lower level subsystems S~k' k= 1, ... ,ne. As 
a result a multilevel structure of decision centers follows (Fig. 2). The production 
plants are grouped generally at the bottom of that structure. 

Besides the investments Z; the employment (X0 ;) and other resources, which 
are in short supply, can be allocated using the decomposition technique described 
by (10)-(13) or (15)-(17). One should observe that the present model is interesting 
first of all for the centrally planned economies, where the hierarchical system of 
development planning is commonly used. 

3. Optimization of development 

Instead of dealing with the aggregated (within 1 year) variables Yii, Zil X0 e, 
i= 1, ... , n, we shall introduce the resources intensity, i.e. the rates of resources 
flow in unit time. We shall denote these new variables by Y; (t), z; (t), x 1 (t) respecti
vely. Then the relation which relates Xe (t), z; (t) to Y; (t) can be written in the form 
of an operator: A;: XxZ-+Y, or explicitly: 

y;(t) = A;(x;(·), z1(·)), i=l, ... ,n, (19) 

where X, Z, Y are, generally speaking, the given Banach spaces. 
It should be noted that the relation between the investment intensity z (t) and 

the productive capital (or the so called plant capacity) c( t) usually is written in 
the form of a differential equation 

dcfdt = Kz(t) -oc (t), 

where o - depreciation of capital, K- positive constant, c (0) = c- given. 
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Integrating that equation one gets 

c(t)=A(z(·))=exp (-c5t) [c+ j Kexp (c5r) z(r) dr]. (20) 

In our approach it is proposed to describe the A 1 operators by themore general 
than (20) expression 

(21) 
where 

c1(t)= J k 1 (t, r) [z1 (r)]adr, (22) 
0 

M(xr)= [x;(t)]l-P, (23) 

tJ., fJ- given numbers, 0 < tJ. < 1, 0 < fJ < 1 . 

kJt, r)- given continuous function, k 1(t, r)=O for t<r. 

In the case where k 1(t, r)= exp ( - c5(t -r)) for t-r>O and tJ.= 1, (22) is equi
valent to (20). There exist however cases when using (22) one can describe better 
the real investment processes. First of 
all it is possible to take into account Ci(t) ki (t) 
the plant construction delay, T01 • Besi
des, the capacity increases usually in 
a gradual manner rather as shown in 
Fig. 3 for the case of z 1(t) = 1, t> 0. The 
a, fJ coefficients take into account the 
nonlinear effects of the investment 
processes. It is assumed that within the 
range of planned capacities no increa
sed return to scale can be achieved 
(a, fJ < 1). 

0 
t 

Fig. 3 

The operator (23) represents the employment or generally the aggregated ope
ration, repairs and maintenance (ORM) costs. The expected production output 

n n T 

Y =}; Y1 (x1, z;) =}; J w1 (t) y;(t)dt, (24) 
1=1 i=1 0 

where w 1 (t) - given discount function, T- given planning horizon, depends on 
the strategies x 1, y 1, i = 1, ... , n, which are bounded by the given cumulative inwest
ment Z and ORM cost X: 

n T 

}; J W2 (t) X; (t) dt~X, (25) 
i= 1 0 

n T 

}; J w3 (t) Z; (t) dt~Z, (26) 
i= 1 0 

where w2 (t), w3(t)- given discount functions. 
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As a discount function one can take 

wi(t)=(!+s)-', i = l,2,3 
or 

wJt)=(l +s)T-', i = 2, 3, 

where s- given discount rate. The last form is used when the investment is financed 
by a bank and it is necessary to pay the interest back at the end of the T intervaL 

Now it is possible to formulate the development opt imization problem: 
Find the non-negative strategies xi (t) = x i (t), z;(t) = zi (t), i = 1, ... , n, t E [0, T], 
such that 

max Y(x, z)= Y(x, z)= Y, 
X; , Z;Eil 

where Q is the set of all non-negative functions which satisfy (25) and (26). 
As shown in Ref. [2] for n = 1, there exists a unique solution to the present 

problem and 1
) 

g (t) 
z(t)= r z, 

J w 3 (t) g (t) dt 
0 

h (t) 
x(t) = r X , 

J w2 (t)h (t) dt 
0 

where 

[

W 1 (t)] 1/ /i 

h(t) = w
2 

(t) c [z], 

g(t)=[w_;- 1 (r)! W1 (t) 1f li Wz(t) - 1 k(t, r)dtr /(
1

- a) 

One gets also 
Y (x , i) =FfJ <t - a> zaP x<J - !i)' 

where 
T 

F = J g (t)[w 3 (t)]"dt. 
0 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Example. Let w1 (t) = w2 (t) = w3 (t) = 1, o:= 1/2, k(t, r)=exp [ - b(t-r)]. One gets 

g(r) =[expbrf exp( - bt)dtr = ;2 [1-exp( - b(t - r))p, 

, 1 (z)112 
h(t)= exp( -ot) J exp or[l - exp(-o (T-r))]-y G dr = 

=H[l- exp ( - ot)+otexp ( - o(t +T))], 

= - 1 (~\1/2 T 
H oz Gl , G = _(g(r)dr. 

I 0 

1
) The index i= 1 can be omitted. 
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The plots of x (t), z (t), for Jt = 4, have! been shown in Fig. 4. The optimum in
vestment strategy z (t) decreases monotonously for t-* T while the ORM cost in
tensity increases for t-* T to the moximum value (the explanation is that it does 
not pay to spend resources on ORM cost when the plant conslruction is not 

finished yet). 
It should also be observed that the expected income under optimum strategies 

{29) is an increasing function of the pla11ning int·: rval T, i.e. 

where F(T) increases along with T. 
In our example for instance 

T T 
F(t)=J- 2 J {1- exp [ - c5(T-r)J)2 dr-:::::y for large t5T . 

0 

XH l 

Then Y (t) for L:rge .5T increases 
.as fast as (6T)vl 2

• There exist then suci1 

point T = T111 that Y (Tm)=X + Z. At 
that time instant a return of iil}jUt cost 
X+ Z can be achiewd. 

ax=-T--, Gz=-T--

It should be also observed that 
the ratio 

X+Z 
YJ (T) = -Y(TJ 

is a convenient measur·~ of investment 
-effectiveness and is being used in the 
st:.mdard practice of investDcnt plan

1.2 - S h{r)dr 62 sg(r)dr 
0 0 

x(t) f ax 

2 3 4 5 

Fig. 4 

rSt 

ning. Namely one chooses from the set of possible investment projects, chara
-cterized by different 17i (T) , those which have the smallest values of Yfi· 

Consider now the solution of the general optimization problem (24)-(26). One 
.can use a decomposition approach starting with the local solutions of n subproblem 

T 

max J w 1 (t) Yi (t) dt, 
Xj,Yt E Qi 0 

(30) 

where 
T 

- rxi: l w2 (t)xi(t)dt:;(X;, xi (t) ~O, tE [0, T]l 
Q._l . 

' 1 

zi : J w3 (t )zi (t)dt:;(Zi, z;(t)~O, tE[O,T],J 
0 

X ;, Zi - -given numbers. 
Using formulae (27) and (28) o:-,e can write down the explicit form of these 

s o lutions and by (29) one gets 

(31) 
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where 

F; = ] {w~a (r) J [w1 (t)jl iP w2 (t)- 1 k; (t, r) dt} 11<1-a). 

0 T 

The solution of the coordinating (or global) proble~ can be formulated as 
follows. Find the strategies X;, Z; E Q such that 

n 

Y= "p~<1-a) zaa x~-n .LJ l l l 
(32) 

i=l 

attains maximum in the set 
n 

!
X;:-~ X;::s;X, X;~O, i=1, ... , nj 

Q= •=1 . 
11 

Z;: _2; Z;::s;Z, Z;~O, i= 1, ... , n 
i= I 

Since Y is a strictly concave continuous function in the compact set Q, it attains, 
according to the Weierstrass theorem, the upper bound which is on the border 
of Q. Then using the standard Lagrange multiplier technique one can derive the 
optimum solution which becomes 

X;=(FjF)X, i=l, ... , n, 

Z ;= (FjF)Z, i=l, ... ,n. 
Then one can derive 

(33) 

(34) 

When the values X;, Z;, i = 1, ... , n, are known it is possible to solve all the local 
subproblems explicitly. 

The result obtained can be formulated in the form of a theorem. 

THEOREM 2. The unique optimum strategy for the problem (24)-(26) exists: · --

y 
z; (t)=g; (t) F, i= 1, ... , n, 

X 
i;(t)=h;(t) r:p, i=l, ... ,n, 

where 

[ 

T ]1 /1-a 
g; (t) = w~ 1 (r) f w1 (t)1 111 w2 (t)- 1 k; (t, r) dt , 

{ 
w1 (t) }1/P 

h; (t) = w
2 

(t) C; [:X;] , 

" T 11 T 

W= ~ J w2 (t)h;(t)dt, F= ~ J w3 (t) g; (t) dt; 
i=1 0 i=1 0 
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such that 
Y= max Y(x, y)=F13 (l-a) zaP x(l-{J). (35) 

XiYiEQ 

Since the resulting output (i .e. the resulting production function) (35) is of the 
identical analytic form as the subsystems production functions (31). Theorem 2 
can be regarded as an aggregation principle. 

According to that principle one can aggregate the production functions in the 
decomposed hierarchic system shown in Fig. 2, starting with the lowest level, and 
getting the function of the type (35) at each decision level. The global production 
function of the entire systel}l of Fig. 2 assumes the well-known macro-economic 
Cobb-Douglas function. In that way it is possible to obtain the macro-economic 
production function as a result of aggregation performed on the micro-production 
functions. 

Two more remarks should be formulated: 

REMARK 1. Since the statistical information, regarding the input-output relations, 
is tisually given in the discrete form one can replace the time functions: x;(t), z; (t), 
y;(t), i = l, ... , n, tE [0, T] by vectors with components X;j, ' Z;j, Y;i, j=O, 1, ... , T. 
Consequently, the integrals in (24)-(26) should be replaced by sums etc. 

Remark 2. If it is necessary to consider separately the existing and the planned 
production resources (i.e. labor and capital) one can write instead of (21) 

where 

y;-(t)={ _l k;(t, r) [z;- (r)Jadr}}/3 [x;- (r)F-13 , 

y;t(t)={j k;(t,r)[z;t(r)]adr}[x;t (r)F-13, 

z; (t), x; (t)- investment and labor in already existing economy, 
z;t (t), x;t (t)- investment and labor in the planned economy. 

These and other details of the model have been studied extensively in Ref. [4]. 

4. The influence of prices 

In the model studied in Section 2 the prices were treated as given egzogeneous. 
factors. This will not be true if the model final production2 l 

n 

Y;=Yii- .2,; Y;j, i=l, ... ,n, 
j=l 
i*i 

Is sold on the monopolistic market. 

(36) 

>) The influence of the egzogeneous labor will be neglected in the present section, so j= 1, .. . , n. 
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In order to investigate the last case let us find first of all the numerical values 
of prices which will ensure the g iven values of final products, say Y1= Qi> i = l, ... , n. 

Taking into account that 

Yu = r:J.u Y ii• i= l, ... , n, ) = 1, .. . , n 

the equations (36) can be written in the following matrix form 

(I-A) Y =Q. (37) 

Since A is a matrix composed of technological coefficients (the Leontief model) 
it is reasonable to assume that the inverse B=[l- A}- 1 exists and B>O. Then for 
a given vector Q > 0 there exists a unique solution Y(Q) > 0. 

Then .there exist positive numbers : 

i=1 , ... ,n 

and by (2) one gets the following set of equations 

11 

]J ; fl (pj)-aj; =L, (Q)' i = 1, ... , n, 
j= I 
j :;t:.i 

·Or (by taking logarithms from both sides) 

11 

lnp1 - }; CJ.j; lnpi = lnL1 (Q), 
j=l 
j # i 

i = 1, ... , n . 

The result obtained can be formulatPd in the form of a theorem. 

(38) 

THEOREM 3. In the normative decentralized production system, described by equa
tions ( l )-(12) with the determinant 

D= ' ... , -t'l..nz 
#0, 

- G<.ln' ' ... , 

there exists, for each positive vector Q, a unique set of positive prices which can 
be derived by (38). 

Now the problem can be approached from the point of view of welfare eco
nomics. On the supply side we have the production system which tries to maximize 
the output Y. On the demand side we have consumers with the given utility function: 

U(Xl> ... ,X,,), 

where X 1 - the goods consumed (in natural units). 
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As an example one can consider the following utility function: 

n 11 

U=a n X;', 
i= 1 i = 1 

a, Y; -positive numbers. 

Introducing prices p;, i = 1, ... , n, one can write 

n 

U=A n y;t, A =Q n p;r•. 
i= 1 i=l 

Then if the total consumer's budget is B he will spend on the good i the Y; B 

fraction of B. Then it is possible to set Q; = Y; B, i = 1, ... , n, into the formula (38) 
and investigate the change of prices in terms of the utility parameters y;, i = 1, ... , n. 

It is possible also to take into account the balance of payment between the se
lected sectors. Suppose, for example, that S" represent the foreign trade, and one 
would like to have: 

11-1 n-1 

_2 Y;,- _2 Y 11 ;=0. 
f ;::;; 1 i= 1 

That equation can be written in the form 

n-1 11-1 

Y"" .2; a;"- .2; a,; Yu=O, (40) 
i= 1 i = 1 

and should be considered as another constraint to the set (37). Then in order to 
observe the balance of payment type of constraints (40) it is necessary to resign 
generally speaking, with some of the utility constraints Q;=y;B, i=1, ... , n. 
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Zdecentralizowane zarzl!dzanie i optymalizacja rozwoju 
w wielkich organizacjach produkcyjnych 

Rozwa:i:ono zdecentralizowany model n-sektorowy wielkiej organizacji produkcyjnej . Ka:i:dy 
sektor (podsystem) maksymalizuje sw6j doch6d netto przez dob6r wejsc wytwarzanych w pozo
sta!ych sektorach. Zu:i:ywa on tak:i:e zasoby rozwojowe, takie jak do bra inwestycyjne i praca, kt6re 
Sl! rozdzielane na poszczeg6lne sektory przez nadrz~dny osrodek zarzqdzania. Celem dzia!ania 
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tego osrodka jest maksymalizacja dochodu netto w danym okresie planistycznym przez optymalnq 

alokacj~; zasob6w. 

Jak wykazano, mozliwa jest calkowita dekompozycja modelu na n niezaleznych podsystem6w. 

Nast~;pnie rozwiqzano w jawnej postaci problem optymalnej alokacji zasob6w na poszczeg6lne 

podsystemy. 

Zbadano takZe wplyw zmian cen wynikajqcy ze zmian struktury konsumpcji." 

,ll;e~eHTpaJIU30BaHHOe yll'paBJieHne 11 OIITJIMU3a~IIH pa3BIITIIH 

B 60JihliiHX DpOH3BO~CTBeHHbiX opraHU3a~HHX 

B pa6oTe paccMoTpeHa .n;el(eHTpaJIH30BaHHaH H-CeKTopHaH Mo.n;enb 6oJlbmoH: npon3BOACTBeH 

HOH opraHH3al(Hll. Ka)K,!J;bill CeKTOp (IIO,!l;CHCTeHa) MaKCllMH31IpyeT CBOll ,!J;OXO,!J; HeTTO rryTeM

IIO,D;6opa BXO,!J;OB rrpOil3BO,!J;CTBa OCTaJibHhiX CeKTOpOB. OH HCIIOJlh3yeT TaKHe pecypCbl pa3BilTIUI 

KaK Kann:TaJIOBJIO)KeHHl! H ,pa6o'Iall curra", KOTOpbre pacrrpe.n;errmoTCl! cpe.n;H oT.n;errhHhiX ceKTO

pos nocpe.n;CTBOM Bbrcmero opraHa yrrpasrreHHH. U:errhJO .n;eilcTBHll :noro oprana HBJil!eTcl! MaKCH

MH3al.(Rl! .n;oxo.n;a HeTTo 3a .n;aHHhTH rrepHo.n; rrnaHMposaHRH, nyTeM pacrrpe.n;erreHnll pecypcos. 

B pa6oTe IIOKa3aHO, '!TO B03M0)1(Ha llOJIHal! ,!J;eKOMII03Hl.(Hl! MO,D;eJIH Ha ll He3aBHCRMbiX llO,!J;

CllCTeM. 3aTeM .n;aHO pemenne B HBHOM BH.n;e npo6neMhi onTHMaJihHOro pacrrpe.n;eneHHll pecypcos 

Ha OT,!J;eJibHble llO,!J;CHCTeMbi. 

flecrre.n;oBaHO TaK)Ke BJll!.I!HHe R3MeHeHRH l.(eH BbJTeKaiOll.(ee H3 ll3MeHeHH.I! CTpyKTyph! IIOT

pe6rreHHH. 


